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ABSTRACT

p�step ahead predictive �lters for narrow�band
waveforms is considered� By minimization of the
noise gain	 a closed form expression for the coe
�
cients of the optimal L�th order FIR predictor is
derived� The feedback extension of the minimum
length FIR predictor is considered	 and design of
the feedback gains subject to di�erent optimiza�
tion criteria is studied�

� INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent focus on prediction of determinis�
tic waveforms by digital �ltering� Waveforms that locally
in time may be described as a polynomial or sinusoidal
signal� Applications may be found� for example� in com�
pensation for computational delay in pipelined control
systems� ��	� In ��	� a predictive add�on block is pro�
posed based on a smooth behavior of the control signal�
and allpass polynomial predictors are constructed using
a feedback version of the minimum length �nite impulse
response �FIR
 predictor� In combination with nonlinear
techniques� predictive �lters are applied in medical signal
processing� see �	� where FIR predictive �lters are com�
bined with median �ltering� and applied to systolic blood
pressure measurements� The opposite con�guration� that
is a nonlinear �lter followed by a linear predictive �lter is
considered in ��	 for detection of zero crossings in thyris�
tor power converters�
The minimal order FIR predictor su�ers from low at�

tenuation of broad band noise� The remedy is either to
use a high order FIR predictor or to combine a low order
FIR predictor with some feedback of the �lter output�
The latter approach results in low order in�nite impulse
response �IIR
 predictors� ��	�
In this paper� predictive digital �ltering applied to si�

nusoidal waveforms is considered� In Section � the prob�
lem is formulated� In Section �� an alternative derivation
of the results in ��	 is given� In Section �� the feedback
structure proposed in ��	 is analytically studied for one
step ahead prediction of a sinusoidal waveform� In Sec�
tion �� the conclusions are drawn�
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� PROBLEM SET UP

Consider the FIR predictor

y�k � pjk
 � C�q��
y�k
 ��


where the output y�k � pjk
 is a p�step ahead prediction
of y�k
 based on data up to and including time instant k�
that is the leading coe�cient of C�q��
 is non�zero� The
notation q�� is used for the backward shift operator� that
is q��y�k
 � y�k � �
� etc� The polynomial C�q��
 is of
order L� and given by

C�q��
 � c� � c�q
�� � � � �� cLq

�L� �


The coe�cients fc�g depend on the signal to be predicted�
Here a sinusoidal waveform is assumed� that is

y�k
 � � sin��k � �
 ��


where � is the known angular frequency� � � ��� 
� The
prediction equality q�py�k � pjk
 � y�k
 should be valid
for arbitrary � and �� For technical reasons it is assumed
that � is an unknown constant � � �� and that � is an
uniformly distributed random variable � � ��� 	�
Let A�q��
 be a monic polynomial in q�� de�ned by

A�q��
 � ��  cos�q�� � q��� ��


Then it is easy to verify that for the waveform ��


A�q��
y�k
 � �� ��


The relation ��
 uniquely de�nes the minimum length one
step ahead FIR predictor B�q��
� that is

B�q��
 � q��� A�q��

 �  cos � � q��

��

y�k � �jk
 � B�q��
y�k


where q denotes the forward shift operator�
The particular form of A�q��
 depends on the consid�

ered waveform and on the prediction horizon p� By mod�
i�cation of the coe�cients in ��
 similar expressions hold
true for any value of p� and thus the minimum length
p�step ahead FIR predictor is also of �rst order�
In almost all practical situations the waveform of inter�

est is contaminated by noise� A measure of the predictors
sensitivity to broad band noise is given by the noise gain



�NG
� that is the gain of the predictor relative an unity
variance input white noise�

NG �
�

i

I
C�z
C�z��


dz

z
�

LX
���

c�� � ��


In the �rst equality in ��
 the integration proceeds around
the unit circle� and in the second Parseval relation is used�
The NG may be a�ected without deterioration of the

prediction ability by a high order FIR predictor� that is
L � �� or by feedback extension of low order FIR predic�
tors� ��	� In Section �� the problem of minimizing ��
 for
a p�step ahead FIR predictor is solved� In Section �� the
feedback extension of the minimal order FIR for one step
ahead prediction is studied in some detail�

� HIGH ORDER FIR PREDICTORS

In ��	� the minimumnoise gain p�step ahead FIR predictor
of order L is derived by aid of Lagrange multipliers� Here�
an alternative approach is employed based on the Moore�
Penrose pseudoinvers� an approach that results in a more
compact notation for the FIR �lter coe�cients�
Let the waveform be given by ��
� Then� using a ma�

trix formulation it is clear that the predictor at all time
instants k must ful�ll the following relation

�
y�k
 � � � y�k�L


y�k��
 � � � y�k���L


��B�
c�
���
cL

�
CA�

�
y�k�p


y�k�p ��


�
� ��


Multiplying with y�k
 on both sides and taking expecta�
tion results in a normal equation with r� � E�y�k
y�k �
� 
	 and r�� � r� � that is

�
r� � � � � � � rL
r� r� � � � rL��

��B�
c�
���
cL

�
CA�

�
rp
rp��

�
� ��


For short� ��
 may be written as

R� � r ���


where R is the  � �L � �
 covariance matrix� r is the
�� covariance vector� and � denotes the sought predictor
coe�cients�

� � �c� � � � cL

T � ���


In ���
� T denotes the transpose operator� By inspection
of ��
� it is clear that there are L�� unknowns� but only
 equations� The predictor coe�cients are given by an
under determined least squares �t �that minimizes the
noise gain ��

� that is� ��	

� � Ryr � RT �RRT 
��r� ��


The covariance elements fr�g are given by� ��� �	

r� �
��


cos��� ���


Thus� R and r can be factored as� ��	

R �
��


SL

���


r �
��


Sp

where S is the �small
 �  matrix

ST �

�
cos� cos �
sin� sin �

�
���


and where L is the �large
 � �L � �
 matrix

L �

�
cos � � � � cos�L � �
�
sin� � � � sin�L� �
�

�
� ���


Further� p is the �prediction
 vector p � �cos�� �
p
�� sin�� � p
�
T � Inserting ���
 into ��
� some ma�
nipulations give

� � LT �LLT 
��p� ���


As required� both L and p are independent of � and
�� Once L and � have been speci�ed and Ly has been
calculated� the predictor coe�cients for an arbitrary p
follows by multiplication with p� The noise gain of ���

is

NG � pT �LLT 
��p� ���


An explicit expression for ���
 is as follows� Let

Sc �
L��X
���

cos� ��

Ss �
L��X
���

sin� �� ���


Ssc �
L��X
���

sin �� � cos ���

Then� the ��th predictor coe�cient is given by �� �
�� � � � � L


c� �
�Ss � Sc
 cos�� � � � p
�

�ScSs � S�sc

��


�
�Ss � Sc
 cos�����p
 � Ssc sin�����p


�ScSs � S�sc

�

For example� p � � and L � � results in the minimum
length FIR predictor� C�q��
 � B�q��
� where

B�q��
 � b� � b�q
�� �  cos� � q��� ��


In Figure �� noise gain as function of the the �lter or�
der L is presented for some di�erent �� The depicted
results may be compared with the corresponding results
displayed in Figure � for the performance of low order IIR
predictors� One may also note that NG does not decrease
strictly monotonically with increasing �lter length� a con�
sequence of the periodic behavior of the predictor coe��
cients� For large L� one can show that NG is proportional
to NG � �L�
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Fig� 	� Noise gain as function of FIR predictor order L for
di�erent normalized frequencies of the sinusoidal signal �f � 	
corresponds to the Nyquist frequency
�

� LOW ORDER IIR PREDICTORS

This section is devoted to the state feedback predictor� ��	�
for one step ahead prediction of sinusoidal signals� The
extension to p � � is straightforward� Starting with the
minimum length FIR predictor ��
� the state feedback
predictor is� ��	

H�q��
�
 cos������
��� � ���� � �� � ��
q��

�� �� cos �q�� � ��� � �� � ����
q��
� �


The feedback structure is shown in Figure �
As studied below� there are several possible criteria in

order to trade o� between predictor bandwidth and noise
gain� leading to di�erent values of design variables �� and
��� The performance may be evaluated by the trade�o�
between noise gain and rise time� where the rise time is
de�ned as the time from an unity step in y�k
 until the
predictor output is less than ��� from its steady state
value� This measure makes a direct comparison with the
performance of FIR predictors feasible� where the rise
time is roughly given by L�

��� Discounted least squares design

Assume that y�k
 is noisy� that is

y�k
 � � sin��k � �
 � e�k
 ��


where e�k
 is additive white noise with unknown variance
	�� In such a case an approach that automatically han�
dles the trade�o� between predictor bandwidth and noise
attenuation is to chose �� and �� such that the predic�
tor output is the best �in a weighted least square sense

predictor possible� Consider the criterion

V ��� �
 �
NX
k��


N�k�y�k � �
 � y�k � �jk

� ��


where y�k � �jk
 is an one step ahead predictor of the
sinusoidal signal based on data up to and including time

y(k)

2 cosw

y(k+1|k)

+ +

+

1-d0

d0

1-d1

d1

D

D

D

��

Fig� �� The one step ahead IIR predictor obtained by feed�
back extension of the minimal order FIR predictor B�q��
 �
� cos�� q��� In the diagram� d�� d	 reads �� and ��� respec�
tively�

instant k� In ��
� � � 
 � � is a forgetting factor intro�
duced in order to handle the possible variations of the nar�
row band signal in comparison with the sinusoidal model�
Roughly� using a forgetting factor 
 � � the minimiza�
tion for large N is performed in a data window of length
����� 

 samples� ��	� Minimization of ��
 with respect
to � and � results in a time varying predictor� ��	� For
large N �N � ���� � 


� the predictor gain is almost
constant� and the predictor is well approximated by� ��	

H�
� q��
 � ��� 


 cos� � �� � 

q��

�� 
 cos�q�� � 
�q��
� ��


The poles of ��
 are located at 
e�iw� Since 
 � ��� �
�
the predictor is asymptotically stable� Comparing �

with ��
 gives

�� � 
 �� � �
� ��


In Figure �� the noise gain of ��
 is given as function
of the rise time for di�erent values of the sine wave fre�
quency�

��� Optimization for speci�ed pole radii

Another way to control the bandwidth of the predictor is
to specify the maximum radius � � ��� �
 of the complex
conjugated pole pair �or� in general� the products of the
pole radii
� Let �� denote the product of the poles� then
from �


�� � �� � �� � ���� ��


or� solving for ��

�� �
�� � ��
�� ��

� ��


Inserting ��
 into �
 gives

H���� �� q
��
 �

 cos���� ��
� ��� ��
q��

�� �� cos�q�� � ��q��
� ��
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Fig� �� Noise gain as function of the rise time for di�erent nor�
malized frequencies of the sinusoidal signal �f � 	 corresponds
to the Nyquist frequency
� The curves showing the perfor�
mance of the least squares modeling technique �solid lines
with o
 are parameterized in �� that varies between � � ���
�shortest rise time
 and � � ��� �minimum noise gain
 in
steps of ��	� For f � ��� the curve coincides with the per�
formance curve of the optimization procedure for given pole
radii �dashed line with �
�

For the imposed constraint on the pole radii the perfor�
mance may be optimized with respect to ��� By con�
struction� the predictor has unity gain at �� but it is also
desirable that this is the location of the resonance peak of
the predictor� equivalent to minimizing the overall gain of
the predictor� Thus �� is such that the predictor has its
maximum gain at �� This optimization problem has the
solution �see� for example� ���	 where a similar problem
is studied


�� �
� � ��


� ���


Inserting ���
 into ��
 gives

�� � �� ���


and the resulting predictor is

H��� q��
 � ��� ��

cos � � q��

�� �� � ��
 cos�q�� � ��q��
� ��


The noise gain of ��
 is entirely determined by �� es�
pecially it is independent of �� Residue calculus gives

NG �
�� ��

� � ��
� ���


In Figure �� the noise gain of ��
 is given as function of
the rise time� In terms of trade�o� between noise gain
and rise time� the predictor ��
 seems to be the method
of choice when comparing the performance of ��
 and
��
�

� CONCLUSIONS

The coe�cients of the L�th order FIR predictor have been
derived for a sinusoidal waveform� Results for multiple
sine waves will be reported elsewhere� A main contribu�
tion is a structured closed form expression for the predic�
tor coe�cients� It has also been shown that the noise gain
is a periodically decreasing function of the �lter length�
The design of feedback predictors is studied in the spe�

cial case of one�step ahead prediction� The extension to
p�step ahead prediction is straightforward by changing
the values of b� and b� in ��
� Two optimization criteria
are analytically studied� The main conclusion is that the
degree of freedom may be reduced� that is the design of
feedback gains by criteria minimization may be solved by
an one dimensional search in the two dimensional space
of feedback gains�
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